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Abstract 
 

In addition to Darwinian evolution selecting the advantageous mutants by the 

instantaneous judgment, the large-scale evolution by gene duplication is theoretically 

formulated on the basis of the concept of biological activity. This theory evaluates the 

fractions of satellite variants, which decline to the minor members in the population by 

having experienced gene duplication, and indicates the possibility that a new style 

organism arises from such satellite variants by generating new gene(s) from the 

counterpart of duplicated genes. This evolutionary route explains the punctuated mode of 

divergence of new and original styles of organisms. Moreover, the details of this large-

scale evolution depend on the types of organisms which are different in their genome 

constitution and transmission. The monoploid organism such as prokaryote is suitable to 

generate one new gene step by step testing its biological function, but hardly generates 

many kinds of new genes simultaneously. The monoploid eukaryote, whose genome 

consists of the plural number of chromosomes, resolves this difficulty to produce a new 

style of organisms by receiving many kinds of new and large genes generated from 

different sources of gene duplication through the exchange of homologous chromosomes 

upon conjugation. The diploid eukaryote can also produce a new character expressed by 

multiple kinds of new genes accumulated through the successive hybridization of 

different variants, but its probability of accumulating such new genes is lower than in the 

monoploid eukaryote. Furthermore, the new style diploid organisms first appear as the 

heterozygotes concerning the new genes. If the new style diploid organisms have the 
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higher increase rate, however, various variants carrying a partial set of new genes are also 

generated with the higher probability on the way to establish the new style organisms as 

homozygotes, and these variants hybridize with the other latent variants to yield various 

other new styles of diploid organisms. This tendency becomes outstanding especially 

when many kinds of new genes are required to express a character such as the 

advancement of the hierarchy of cell differentiation, and explicitly explains the explosive 

divergence of body plans that has occasionally occurred in the diploid eukaryotes. These 

results also get an insight into the higher category of evolution that some of the 

monoploid eukaryotes have evolved to the diploid eukaryotes. 

 

Keywords: Cell differentiation, conjugation, genetic polymorphism, hybridization, 

punctuated mode 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The studies on the evolution of organisms have started from the famous book ―The 

Origin of Species‖ by Darwin (1859), in which the gradual accumulation of selectively 

advantageous variants has been proposed qualitatively by obtaining a hint from the artificial 

selection of domestic animals and plants as well as from the observation of unique species in 

a geographically isolated region. The core of this proposal has become evident, after the re-

discovery of Mendelian heredity, by the detection of hereditary variants, i. e., mutants, and 

extensive investigations have been carried out for the behavior of mutants especially in the 

Drosophila population (Dobzhansky, 1941; Mayer, 1942; Huxley, 1943; Simpson, 1944). In 

parallel, Darwinian evolution is mathematically formulated in population genetics to estimate 

the probability that a spontaneously generated mutant is fixed in the population (Fisher, 1930; 

Wright, 1949). Although the accumulation of such mutants as those found in the Drosophila 

was supposed to explain the whole process of evolution, the mutants detected at that time 

were mainly attributed to the point mutations in established genes, and most of them were 

defective. Thus, doubts remain about whether the gradual accumulation of such mutants gives 

rise to radically new organs such as wings and eyes. 

The gene and genome sequencing since the latter half of the last century has brought new 

information about the evolution of organisms. First, the comparison of orthologous genes 

from different species of organisms reveals the selectively neutral nucleotide base 

substitutions (Kimura, 1968; King and Jukes, 1969) and opens the door to reconstruct the 

phylogeny of the present-day organisms. Second, the amino acid sequence similarities of 

paralogous proteins strongly suggest that the repertoire of protein functions has been 

expanded by gene duplication, succeeding nucleotide base substitutions, partial insertion and 

deletion, and further by domain shuffling in some cases (Ingram, 1963; Gilbert, 1978; Ferris 

and Whitt, 1979). Such examples are now increasing, proposing many protein families and 

superfamilies. Third, the clustering analysis of proteomes reveals a characteristic feature that 

the proteins functioning in the core part are essentially common to both prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes, and that the decisive difference in gene repertoire between the organisms is 

observed in the peripheral parts displaying different living styles (Kojima and Otsuka, 2000 a, 

b, c; Kojima and Otsuka, 2002). These sequence data are now compiled into databases (e. g., 

Wheeler et al., 2004; Birney et al., 2006). 
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The importance of gene duplication in evolution was first indicated in the last century 

(Ohno, 1970), but this indication remained describing the circumstantial evidence of gene 

duplication and the fossil record of vertebrate organs in a qualitative way. 

Theoretically, some new concept is needed to formulate the evolution by gene 

duplication, going beyond the view of population genetics which instantaneously judges a 

mutant by its selective advantage or disadvantage. For this purpose, the author has recently 

proposed the new concept of ‗biological activity‘, which is determined by a whole genome, 

and theoretically formulated the evolutionary route from the gene duplication to the 

generation of a new gene from the counterpart of duplicated genes (Otsuka, 2008). This 

theory explains the divergence of the new style organisms and the original style organisms, in 

contrast to the survival of the fittest in Darwinian evolution. This evolution by gene 

duplication will be called the large-scale evolution, being distinguished from Darwinian 

evolution. In the next step, the probabilities of generating new genes from gene duplication 

are investigated on the three types of organisms, which are different in their genome 

constitution and transmission (Otsuka, 2011a; 2011b). The monoploid organism such as 

prokaryote is suitable to generate a new gene step by step, but is unsuitable to generate 

multiple kinds of new genes simultaneously because the successive gene duplication severely 

lowers the biological activity of the organism before the generation of new genes. This is also 

the case for the monoploid eukaryote with the plural number of chromosomes. If such lower 

eukaryotes exchange the homologous chromosomes by conjugation, however, they become 

most suitable to accumulate multiple kinds of new genes. The diploid organisms such as 

higher animals and plants can also generate and accumulate multiple kinds of new genes by 

hybridization but they are next in the line. This result is curious, because many kinds of new 

genes must be required for advancing the hierarchy of cell differentiation in the diploid 

organism. In this chapter, the study will be advanced to investigate the evolutionary process 

after the generation and accumulation of new genes, together with the review of the recent 

works of the large-scale evolution. In section 2, some comments will be given to Darwinian 

evolution and population genetics in the relation with the present study. In section 3, the 

concept of biological activity will be explained to outline the large-scale evolution by gene 

duplication. In section 4, it will be first shown theoretically that a mutant with the lower 

activity or somewhat selectively disadvantageous one can persistently exist even in the 

stationary state of population as a satellite variant. The probabilities of generating new genes 

from gene duplication and of accumulating these new genes are then compared between the 

three types of organisms. Finally, the evolutionary process after the generation and 

accumulation of new genes is fully analyzed mainly focusing on the diploid organisms to 

illustrate that the explosive divergence of body plans occasionally occurs in this type of 

organisms. In section 5, these results are concluded to explain why and how some of the 

monoploid eukaryotes have evolved to the diploid eukaryotes. 

 

 

2. Comments on Darwinian 
Evolution and Population Genetics 

 

Using the Fokker-Planck equation of stochastic process, the population genetics is 

developed to calculate the probability that spontaneously arisen mutants increase their 
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descendants to be fixed (to occupy all members) in a population (Kimura, 1955; Crow and 

Kimura, 1956). 

In this formulation, the probability of fixing the mutant is expressed in terms of a 

selective parameter of a mutant arising from the mutation on a gene, a definite size of 

population (a definite number of total members in the population) and the occurrence 

frequency of the mutants. The result of the mutant with a positive value of selective parameter 

is relatively trivial in comparison with the intricate calculation. Even if the occurrence 

frequency of mutants is low, the ratio of the mutants in the population is rapidly raised and 

approaches to the fixation when the product of selective parameter and population size is 

large. If the initial frequency of mutants is higher, the fixation of these mutants easily occurs 

even when the product of selective parameter and population size is not so large. The most 

striking result obtained by this study is that a selectively neutral mutant (the mutant with the 

zero value of selective parameter) is fixed in a population with the probability proportional to 

the inverse of population size. Because the occurrence frequency of such mutants is 

proportional to the population size, the probability that selectively neutral mutants are fixed in 

a population becomes equal to the mutation rate, independently of the population size. This 

result provides the theoretical basis for the proposal of the neutral amino acid replacement in 

orthologous proteins and the neutral nucleotide base substitutions in orthologous genes when 

they are sequenced in different species of organisms (Kimura, 1968; King and Jukes, 1969) 

and stimulates the reconstruction of the phylogeny of the present-day organisms by using 

these neutral changes. Moreover, the comparison of the reconstructed phylogeny with the 

fossil record strongly suggests that the rate of nucleotide base substitutions has been almost 

constant in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes at least since the appearance of O2-releasing 

photosynthesis (Kimura, 1980; Otsuka et al., 1997; Otsuka et al., 1999), if the neutral 

nucleotide base changes are carefully chosen. This makes it possible to reveal the divergence 

patterns of organisms in the three kingdoms of eukaryotes, eubacteria and archaebacteria. 

However, such large-scale divergence of organisms cannot be explained only by 

Darwinian evolution and population genetics. Although the diagram showing the divergence 

of species is sketched in the book by Darwin (1859), it is logically impossible to derive the 

divergence of species from the mechanism of the survival of the fittest. Thus, the population 

genetics as well as Darwin stresses the importance of the point that a new species is generated 

in a geographically isolated region and then it migrates to other region after the changes in 

geography and/or climate. Certainly, the climate change leads to the extinction of many kinds 

of organisms and influences on the choice which kind(s) of new organisms are suitable to 

survive, as indicated by paleontology. But such consideration under the selection and the 

changes in climate and/or geography is too limited to explain the expansion of gene repertoire 

underlying the divergence of organisms. This is due to the situation that the population 

genetics as well as Darwin does not inquire into the population behavior of the mutant with 

the lower increase rate or a negative value of selective parameter. 

The process of generating a new gene from gene duplication is generally longer than the 

generation time of an organism. This process consists of at least three steps; gene duplication 

first occurs, the counterpart of duplicated genes then suffers partial deletion and/or insertion 

of nucleotide sequence as well as nucleotide base substitutions to lose the original function, 

and it gradually exhibits a new function as a new gene. Thus, the mutant carrying such an 

intermediate gene especially in the second step must be lowered in its increase rate. This will 

be illustrated under the concept of biological activity in the next section. 
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Even such a mutant with the lower increase rate can persistently exist as a satellite variant 

in the population with the probability proportional to the ratio of the occurrence frequency of 

the mutants to the decrease in their increase rate. This will be derived from the more general 

equation of replicator dynamics including the mutation term than the formulation of 

population genetics. Among such satellite variants, a new style of an organism appears by the 

new gene generated from the counterpart of duplicated genes. The new style organisms thus 

generated are then elaborated by Darwinian evolution selecting the mutants arising from the 

point mutations on the new gene. This evolutionary route will be theoretically formulated in 

section 4. 

 

 

3. The Concept of Biological Activity 
 

Although the biological activity is a macroscopic quantity generally characterizing 

various biological systems such as an ecological system, an organism, an individual cell of a 

multicelluar organism etc. (Otsuka, 2004, 2005, 2008), it will be explained focusing on an 

organism for the present purpose of considering the large-scale evolution of organisms by 

gene duplication. In general, an organism may be characterized by a set of two macro-

variables, the genome size N and its systematization - SN of genes and their biological 

products. The systematization corresponds to the negentropy, which should be measured for 

the specific arrangement of nucleotide bases in individual genes, the degree of accuracy in 

transmitting the genetic information to the amino acid sequences of proteins, the formation of 

metabolic pathways by enzyme protein functions, the regulation and control at various levels 

of biological processes, the cell structure constructed by the interaction of metabolic products, 

and for furthering the communication between differentiated cells in the case of multicellular 

organisms. The energy acquired by an organism depends not only on the genome size N and 

systematization - SN but also on the material and energy source M available from the 

environment. 

Thus, the energy acquired by the organism during its lifetime is expressed as Ea(M; N, 

SN), and it may be an increasing function of N and SN as well as of M. On the other hand, the 

organism utilizes the acquired energy and materials to construct the biomolecules for its 

growth and self-reproduction. The energy Es(N, SN) stored in the form of biomolecules is also 

another increasing function of N and SN. The difference between the acquired energy and the 

stored energy, Ea(M; N, SN) – Es(N, SN), is lost as heat. According to the second law of 

thermodynamics, the entropy production by the heat must compensate for the entropy 

reduction, i. e., - SN, by the systematization. Thus, the following inequality must hold: 

 

0),(),;(  NNsNa TSSNESNME
 (1) 

 

where T is the temperature. Although this relation indicates the upper boundary of 

systematization, organisms must have developed the systematization to increase the acquired 

energy and materials through the evolutionary process of gene and genome duplication, 

nucleotide base substitutions and selection, and this is the main problem in the present study. 

The larger value of Ea(M; N, SN) – Es(N, SN) – TSN gives a measure for the biological 

processes to proceed more smoothly. 
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In this sense, the quantity of Ea(M; N, SN) – Es(N, SN) – TSN, which an organism produces 

during one generation, will be called the biological activity of the organism. 

In an organism, the acquired energy is stored in ATP, NADH and NADPH molecules as 

chemical energy, and it is gradually consumed in the syntheses of biomolecules under the 

guidance of the enzymes, without drastically raising the temperature. In such moderate 

reactions, the temperature is almost constant, and the quantity obtained from the biological 

activity divided by the product of the Boltzmann constant k and temperature T is 

approximately considered to be proportional to the self-reproducing rate of an organism, 

which will be denoted by R(M; N, SN) hereafter. 

Although it is laborious and still difficult to calculate the absolute value of biological 

activity of an organism, it is possible to estimate the change in biological activity or self-

reproducing rate during the process from the gene duplication to the generation of a new 

gene. First, the enlarged genome size N + N by the gene duplication makes the stored 

energy Es(N+N, SN) larger than Es(N, SN), while the acquired energy Ea(M; N+N, SN) 

remains almost equal to Ea(M; N, SN). 

Thus, the biological activity of the variant bearing duplicated genes becomes lower than 

that of the original style organism. Moreover, the biological activity of the variant is further 

decreased by the increase in systematization from SN to SN+N, if the counterpart of duplicated 

genes tends to be converted into some specific sequence of nucleotide bases of a new gene 

and to be incorporated into an extended system of regulation and control. 

However, such a variant with the lower activity is not necessarily extinct but recovers as 

a new style of an organism when the new gene thus generated begins expressing a new 

biological function to raise the acquired energy from Ea(M; N+N, SN) to Ea(L; N+N, 

SN+N) by utilizing the new material and energy source L other than M, or by moving to a new 

living area, or by utilizing M more efficiently in the case of L = M. This process of the large-

scale evolution will be mathematically formulated in the next section with these increase rate 

changes in mind, although these changes are collectively denoted as the lowering of increase 

rate by gene duplication in this formulation. 

 

 

4. The Theoretical Formulation of  
the Evolutionary Process by Gene Duplication 
 

The characteristic properties of an organism are self-reproduction, death, and mutation in 

its genetic information carrier. The evolutionary process is theoretically derived from the 

equation of replicator dynamics based on these three properties. 

As far as Darwinian evolution and the large-scale evolution by gene duplication are 

concerned, the derivation of these evolutionary routes is carried out within the framework of 

each of the following three types of organisms which are different in their genome 

constitution and transmission; monoploid organisms such as prokaryotes, monoploid 

eukaryotes exchanging homologous chromosomes through conjugation, and diploid 

eukaryotes in which most genetic characters are expressed in the diploid state of cells and 

monoploid state is taken only in the gametes, egg and sperm. 
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Although the eukaryote alternating the monoploid generation and diploid one is also 

present, its evolutionary process is comprehensible as the mixture of the second and third 

types of organisms. 

 

 

4.1. Monoploid Organisms 
 

For the mathematical description of population behavior, the set of variables (Ni, SNi) 

characterizing a variant i will be simply denoted as a single variable xi, unless the description 

of changes in its content is necessary. In the population of monoploid organisms taking a 

common material and energy source M, the number n(xi;t) of variants, each characterized by 

xi, obeys the following time-change equation. 
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where the self-reproducing rate and death rate of variant xi are denoted by R(M;xi) and D(xi), 

respectively. The apparent decrease factor Qxi(t) in the self-reproducing rate of variant xi is 

related with the term qxj,xi(t) of the mutation from the variant xi to other kind of variant xj in 

the following way. 
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If qxi,xi(t) defined by Qxi (t) - 1 is introduced, the restriction j i can be removed from the 

summation of the second term on the right side of Eq. (2). The mutation term qxi,xj(t) contains 

the nucleotide base change and gene duplication. The nucleotide base change or point 

mutation occurs by the miss in repairing damaged bases, while the gene duplication occurs by 

the illegitimate crossing over of DNA strands upon replication. Strictly, the nucleotide base 

substitution occurs in any state of an organism, and this is essential in reconstructing the 

phylogeny of organisms by using the neutral nucleotide base substitutions, as will be 

discussed in the last section. For the mathematical derivation of Darwinian evolution and the 

large-scale evolution by gene duplication, however, it is sufficient to count both the 

nucleotide base change and the gene duplication upon self-reproduction. 

For investigating the population behavior, Eq. (2) is transformed into the following two 

types of equations; one concerning the total number of all kinds of variants defined by B(t) 

=i n(xi; t) and another concerning the fraction f(xi; t) of variants xi defined by n(xi; t)/B(t). By 

simple calculation, these two types of equations are obtained in the following forms, 

respectively, using the relation (3). 
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where the increase rate W(M; xi) of the variant xi and the average increase rate Wav(M;t) of all 

organisms in the population are defined by the following forms, respectively. 
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Darwinian evolution corresponds to the evaluation of the time-change of variant fraction 

mainly by the first term on the right side of Eq. (5), as discussed by Eigen (1971). If the 

increase rate W(M;xi) of an occasionally generated mutant xi is larger than the average 

increase rate, that is, W(M;xi) - Wav(M;t) > 0, the fraction f(xi;t) increases with time according 

to the first term on the right side of Eq. (5). The increase in the fraction of such variants xi 

gradually raises the average increase rate Wav(M;t), resulting in the increase in the total 

number B(t) of organisms according to Eq. (4), although this increase is ultimately stopped by 

the decrease in available material M. On the other hand, the fraction f(xi;t) decreases when 

W(M;xi) – Wav(M;t) < 0. Thus, the organisms taking a common material and energy source M 

are elaborated by the repetition of mutation and selection, and most of them finally reach the 

ones with the optimum increase rate, each characterized by xopt. This is Darwinian evolution 

and probably holds for the point mutations in existing genes. 

Moreover, Eq. (5) also contains the possibility that the mutants with the lower increase 

rate such as those having experienced gene duplication persistently exist as satellite variants 

in the population (Otsuka, 2005; 2008). For this illustration, Eq. (5) will be formally 

integrated with respect to time t: 
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After the organisms xopt have become dominant in the population, Wav(M;t) is 

approximately equal to W(M; xopt), the small fractions of variants except for xopt are neglected 

on the right side of Eq. (8), and the mutation term qxi,xopt(t) is replaced by the mutation rate 

qxi,xopt defined as an average of mutation terms during a sufficiently long time t, i. e., 
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Then, Eq. (8) is reduced to the following equation. 
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This equation indicates that the variant xi with the lower increase rate W(M; xi) is 

persistently present as a satellite variant in the population where the organisms xopt with the 

higher increase rate W(M; xopt) are dominant, although such a variant with the lower increase 

rate is disregarded in the population genetics as well as in Darwinian evolution. Among such 

satellite variants, the variant arising from the gene duplication is especially notable in the 

sense that it has the potential to generate a new gene from the counterpart of duplicated genes. 

If the probability of generating a new gene I from the duplicated part in xi is denoted by qxI,xi, 

therefore, a new organism carrying the new gene I is generated from the original style of an 

organism with the following probability Pm1i(xI xi xo). 
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where xopt is rewritten into xo with the meaning of the original style of an organism. Here, xi 

and xI correspond to the states (N+N, SN) and (N+N, SN+N), respectively, in terms of the 

set of two macro-variables mentioned in section 3. 

The above consideration can be extended to the case when a biologically meaningful 

character is newly exhibited by two new genes successively generated from different origins 

of gene duplication. In this case, the variant having experienced gene duplication i must 

experience further gene duplication j in the other part of the genome. The fraction f(xij; t) of 

such variants xij having experienced successive gene duplication obeys the following equation 

as a special case of Eq. (5). 
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where qxij,xi(t) represents the mutation term from the variant xi to the variant xij and the smaller 

terms including the mutation from variant xij to other variants are neglected. By formally 

integrating Eq. (12), the fraction f(xij) of variants xij is finally expressed as 
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where Wav (M;t) is approximated to be W(M;xopt) and the mutation term qxij,xi(t) is replaced by 

the mutation rate qxij,xi , i. e., 
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By inserting the expression (10) of fraction f(xi) into the right side of Eq. (13), it is shown 

that the fraction f(xij) of variants xij is related with the fraction f(xopt) of dominant organisms 

xopt by the second order of mutation rates in the following form. 
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Thus, a new organism xIJ carrying new genes I and J is generated from the original style 

organism xo with the following probability Pm2ij(xIJ xij xo). 
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where qxIJ,xIj is the probability of generating the new gene J from the duplicated part in j. This 

procedure can be easily extended to the general case of successively generating three or more 

kinds of new genes. 

Before describing the result of the general case, the expression of probabilities (11) and 

(16) will be simplified by assuming that the gene duplication only reduces the self-

reproducing rate of the variant without any influence on the death rate. When the self-

reproducing rate of the original style organism is simply denoted by R and that of the variant 

xi is expressed as R(1- s1) with the reduction factor satisfying 0 < s1 < 1, the probability (11) 

is simply expressed as 
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where qxI,xiqxi,xo is denoted by Q1. In the same way, the self-reproducing rate of variant xij is 

denoted as R(1- s1 - s2) with the additional reduction factor s2 under the condition of 0 < s1 + 

s2 < 1 and qxIJ,xIj qxI,,xiqxij,xiqxi,xo is denoted by Q2. The expression of the probability (16) then 

becomes 
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This expression of probabilities (17) and (18) is easily extended to the probability of 

successively generating n kinds of new genes in the following way. 
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The reduction factors si‘s (i = 1, 2,……,n) in Eq. (19) are in the relations of 0 < s1 + s2 

+……….+ sn < 1 and 0 < s1, s2, ……sn < 1. Strictly, the values of si‘s are different depending on 

the length of duplicated sequences and on the order of gene duplication events. For the simple 

illustration of the n dependence of Pmn, however, these reduction factors si‘s are assumed to 

be commonly equal to one variable s. Then, the first relation becomes 0 < s < 1/n, and Eq. 

(19) is reduced to 
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Figure 1. The probabilities of generating new genes from gene duplication in the monoploid organism. 

On the basis of Eq. (20), the values of Pmn/Qn are plotted against the twelve-fold reduction factor 12s 

for n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Although the value of Qn becomes smaller for a larger value of n, the plotting of 

the probability Pmn in the unit of Qn makes the figure compact. The probability Pm1 is present in a whole 

range of reduction factor 0 < s < 1. As the number of n increases, however, the range of reduction 

factor s, where the probability Pmn is present, is narrowed to 0 < s < 1/n. 

On the basis of this expression (20), the values of probabilities Pmn‘s for several values of 

n are plotted against the reduction factor s in Figure 1. In the case of n = 1, the reduction 

factor s is permitted in a whole range of 0 < s < 1 and the probability Pm1 of generating a new 

gene is present in this range. 

This means that the monoploid organism is suitable to create a new gene step by step, 

testing the biological function of the new gene product, even if the gene size is large. As the 

value of n increases, however, the reduction factor s is restricted to the narrower range of 0 < 

s < 1/n. When the monoploid organism creates simultaneously multiple kinds of new genes 

from different origins of gene duplication, therefore, these genes are obliged to be of smaller 

sizes. 

Moreover, the absolute value of probability Pmn is also decreased for the larger value of n, 

because the value of Qn becomes smaller for such a value of n. Thus, it is difficult for the 

monoploid organism to evolve a new character expressed by many kinds of new and large 

genes. This is common to the prokaryote with a single DNA molecule and the lower 

eukaryote with the plural number of chromosomes, if the latter does not conjugate to 

exchange homologous chromosomes. 
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The new style organisms thus generated by having acquired new gene(s) also suffer point 

mutations, and their variant yi again denotes the point mutation by the suffix i. If the new style 

organism utilizes the material and energy source L other than M, the fraction f(yi; t) of the 

variants yi begins to changes obeying the following equation: 
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where the probability Pmn in Eq. (19) or (20) is denoted as Pmn(yi   xint   xi) to indicate 

the genome conversion from xi to yi by the new gene(s). Meanwhile, the fraction f(xi;t) of the 

original style organisms obeys the following equation instead of Eq. (5). 
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Here, )(tW is the average increase rate of the new and original styles of organisms defined 

by 
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 (23) 

 

The total number BT(t) of both styles of organisms changes with time, according to the 

following equation. 
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The set of Eqs. (21) ~ (24) describes the divergence process of new and original styles of 

organisms. As the new style organisms are elaborated especially concerning the new gene(s) 

by Darwinian evolution through the second term on the right side of Eq. (21), the probability 

Pmn(yi   xint   xi) in the third terms of Eqs. (21) and (22) becomes neglected because the 

premature new style organism immediately changed from the original style organism is 

eliminated by the new style of elaborated organisms. 

By utilizing new material and energy source L, the fraction of new style organisms 

increases and the average increase rate )(tW is also raised according to Eq. (23). This brings 

about the increase in the total number BT of the organisms as seen from Eq. (24). Such 

increase continues until the amount of the new material and energy source L is decreased by 

the increase in the new style organisms. 
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If the new style organisms utilize the common material and energy source M more 

efficiently than the original style organisms, on the contrary, the former finally expels the 

latter from the original living area or forces the latter to the extinction. 

 

 

4.2. The Monoploid Eukaryotes That Exchange Homologous Chromosomes 

through Conjugation 
 

The exchange of homologous chromosomes through conjugation is the excellent strategy 

for the monoploid eukaryote with the plural number of chromosomes to produce the new style 

monoploid organisms receiving multiple kinds of new and large genes from various variants, 

each of which has generated new gene(s) by the mechanism described in subsection 4.1. 

The consideration starts from the simple case that a new monoploid organism receiving 

two kinds of new genes is produced from the conjugation of two sorts of variants, one 

carrying a new gene I on a chromosome C1 and another carrying a new gene J on another 

kind of chromosome C2. The genome of the variant carrying the new gene I is denoted by 

(C1I; C20) and the genome of another variant carrying the new gene J is by (C10; C2J). The 

conjugation of these two sorts of variants yields the zygote, whose genome constitution is 

expressed as (C1I, C10; C2J, C20). If the homologous chromosomes are randomly partitioned 

into two daughter cells, the new monoploid organism (C1I; C2J) is produced with the 

probability Pm1
2
/2

2
. 

The second example is the production of a new organism receiving three kinds of new 

genes. Three cases are considerable for this production. The first case is the successive 

conjugation of three sorts of variants (C1I; C20; C30), (C10; C2J; C30) and (C10; C20; C3K). The 

zygote produced by the conjugation of the first two sorts of variants yields the variant (C1I; 

C2J; C30) with the probability Pm1
2
/2

2
 and this variant further conjugates with the third sort of 

variant (C10; C20; C3K) to yield a new organism (C1I; C2J; C3K) with the probability 

(1/2)
3
(1/2)

2
Pm1

3
. 

The other two cases occur by the conjugation of the variant carrying a new gene I on 

chromosome C1 with the second variant carrying two new genes J and K on the other 

chromosome(s). When the two new genes J and K are encoded on the second and the same 

chromosome C2JK in the second variant, the new style organism (C1I; C2JK) is produced with 

the probability Pm1Pm2/2
2
. When the two genes are separately encoded on the second and third 

chromosomes C2J and C3K in the second variant, the new organism (C1I; C2J; C3K) is also 

produced with the probability Pm1Pm2/2
3
. As shown in subsection 4.1, however, the 

probability Pm2 is only present in a narrow range of reduction factor 0 < s <1/2, while the 

probability Pm1 is present in a whole range of reduction factor, 0 < s < 1. Moreover, the 

compatibility of homologous chromosomes may be considerably impaired when one of these 

chromosomes carries two additional new genes. 

Thus, it is most plausible that the new organism having received the large size of three 

new genes is produced in the first case. 

The above consideration is extended to the more general case that the new style organism 

having received n kinds of new genes is produced through the successive conjugation of 

different variants, and obtains the following expression of the probability Pcn in this general 

case. 
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where the coefficient an-2, 2 in the second term on the right side depends on the distribution of 

new genes over chromosomes as well as the number of new genes. 

As represented by the first term on the right side of expression (25), the monoploid 

eukaryote exchanging the homologous chromosomes through conjugation can produce 

various characters, each of which is exhibited by many kinds of new and large genes. This is 

consistent with the striking divergence of eukaryotes after the acquirement of the 

mitochondria as the endosymbionts of O2-respiratory eubacteria (Otsuka et al., 1997; Otsuka 

et al., 1999). Various styles of new organisms thus diverged range from the unicellular 

eukaryotes called Protoctista to the multicellular and cell-differentiated eukaryotes, some of 

which have further evolved to the diploid organisms, as will be discussed in the last section. 

Each step of such divergence of the monoploid eukaryotes exchanging homologous 

chromosomes through conjugation is also expressed by the set of Eqs. (21) ~ (24), if the 

probability Pmn(yi   xint   xi) in Eqs. (21) and (22) is replaced by the probability Pcn in 

Eq. (25). 

 

 

4.3. Diploid Eukaryotes 
 

The higher eukaryote in the diploid state is characterized by the pairs of homologous 

chromosomes, and its large-scale evolution consists of two parts of process; the first part is 

the generation of new gene(s) from gene duplication and the second part is the process to 

establish the homozygote concerning the new gene(s). 

Although the number of homologous chromosome pairs is different depending on the 

species of diploid organisms, the first investigation starts by focusing on a representative pair 

of homologous chromosomes (xi, xk), where the suffixes i and k denote different mutations on 

the respective chromosomes. The number n(xi,xk;t ) of variants carrying such a pair of 

homologous chrmosomes (xi,xk) obeys the following time-change equation in the population 

of organisms exchanging the homologous chromosomes upon reproduction. 
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where R(M; xi, xk)ijxkl is the rate of producing the children (xi, xk) from the hybridization of a 

variant (xi, xj) with another variant (xk, xl) under a common material and energy source M, and 

D(xi, xk) is the death rate of the organism (xi, xk). The apparent decrease factor Q(xi, xk; t)ijxkl is 

related with the mutation term q(xi’,xk’xi,xk; t)ijxkl in the following way. 
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Although the male and the female are not distinguished in Eq. (26) for simplicity, this 

distinction does not essentially alter the result obtained below. 

In the same way as for monoploid organisms, the population behavior of diploid 

organisms becomes transparent by transforming Eq. (26) into the equation concerning the 

total number of organisms given by Bd(t) =ikn(xi, xk; t) and that concerning the fraction of 

variants (xi, xk) defined by f(xi, xk; t) = n(xi, xk; t)/Bd(t). These equations are expressed in the 

following forms, respectively. 
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where the increase rate W(M; xi, xk; t) of the variant (xi, xk) is defined by 
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the average increase rate W (M;t) is given by 
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(31) 

 

and q(xi,xkxi,xk; t)ijxkl is defined by Q(xi, xk; t)ijxkl – 1. If the suffixes i, j, k and l denote the 

point mutations in existing genes, Eq. (29) represents Darwinian evolution gradually leading 

to the organisms with an optimal increase rate, each characterized by (xopt, xopt). 

Because gene duplication occurs only rarely, it is reasonable to consider that the large-

scale evolution starts from the occurrence of gene duplication on one of the homologous 

chromosomes after the organisms (xopt, xopt) have been dominant in the population. If the 

chromosome having experienced gene duplication is newly denoted by xi and the point 

mutation is not explicitly denoted for simplicity, the fraction f(xi, xopt; t) of variants (xi, xopt) 

obeys the following equation as a special case of Eq. (29). 
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where the increase rate W(M;xi,xopt;t) of the variant (xi, xopt) is given by 

 

),()();,(),;();,;( optidoptoptoptoptioptoptiopti xxDtBtxxfxxMRtxxMW    (33) 

 

and the average increase rate W (M;t) is by 
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The fraction f(xi, xopt) of the variants (xi, xopt) carrying duplicated genes on chromosome xi 

is derived from Eq. (32). In the stationary state of the population where the organisms (xopt, 

xopt) are dominant, W (M; t) is approximately equal to W(M; xopt, xopt), and both f(xopt, xopt; t) 

and Bd(t) hardly depend on time. Under this approximation, Eq. (32) is integrated with respect 

to time t and gives the following relation between the fraction f(xi, xopt) of the variants (xi, xopt) 

and the fraction f(xopt, xopt) of the dominant organisms (xopt, xopt). 
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where the rate of generating the gene duplication i is defined for a sufficiently long time t by 
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Although this relation (35) seems to be different in including the population size Bd from 

Eq. (10) of the monoploid organism at first glance, the denominator on the right side of Eq. 

(35) also contains the population size Bd as seen in Eqs. (33) and (30). If the population size is 

large enough for the neglect of the difference in death rate between the variant (xi, xopt) and 

the dominant organism (xopt, xopt), therefore, the difference in the increase rate W(M; xopt, xopt) 

- W(M; xi, xopt) is approximately equal to {R(M; xopt, xopt)optoptxoptopt - R(M; xi, 

xopt)ioptxoptopt}Bdf(xopt, xopt), and Eq. (35) is reduced to be 
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This is essentially the same form as Eq. (10) of the monoploid organism in the case when 

the gene duplication hardly changes the death rate, i. e., D(xi)   D(xopt). 

Using the probability q(xIxi) that a new gene I is generated from the gene duplicated 

part i, therefore, the probability Pd1i(xI, xo xi, xo   xo, xo) that a new organism (xI, xo) 

carrying the new gene I heterogeneously is generated from the original style organism (xo, xo) 

is expressed in the following form. 
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where the suffix opt in Eq. (37) is rewritten into the suffix o with the meaning of the original 

kind of chromosome. Thus, a new diploid organism also arises from the minor members in 

the population just like the case of monoploid organisms. 

However, the content of above probability in diploid organisms is different in the 

following points from the corresponding probability Pm1i(xI   xi   x0) in Eq. (11) of 

monoploid organisms. The rate R(M; xi, xo)ioxoo of producing the variant children (xi, x0) from 

the hybridization of the variant (xi, x0) with one of the dominant organisms (x0, x0) is only the 

half of R(M; xo, xo)ooxoo of producing the children from the parents (x0, x0), even if the 

homologous chromosomes are randomly partitioned into the children. Moreover, the variant 

(xi, xo) must be further lowered in its biological activity by the load of carrying duplicated 

gene, and the value of R(M; xi, xo)ioxoo must be smaller than the half of R(M; xo, xo)ooxoo. If the 

reproducing rate R(M; xo,xo)ooxoo is simply denoted by R and the rate R(M; xi,xo)ioxoo is 

expressed as R(1 – S1i) using the reduction factors S1i, the probability in Eq. (38) is simply 

expressed as 
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where q(xIxi)q(xi,xoxo,xo) is simply denoted by Q1i. In comparison with the probability 

Pm1 in Eq. (17) of the monoploid organism, the probability Pd1i in Eq. (39) is generally 

smaller, as long as Q1i is almost equal to Q1. This is because the reduction factor S1i in Eq. 

(39) is in the range of 1/2 < S1i < 1, while the reduction factor s1 in Eq. (17) can take a value 

in the range of 0 < s1 < 1. 

Therefore, it is hardly expected that a new style diploid organism characterized by many 

kinds of new genes is generated from the successive gene duplication in a lineage of variants. 

On the contrary, it is most plausible that a new style diploid organism expressed by multiple 

kinds of new genes is generated from the successive hybridization of variants different in the 
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kind of a new gene and in the chromosome carrying its new gene. Thus, the investigation will 

be advanced to estimate the probability that a new heterozygote (xI, x0; yJ, y0) carrying two 

new genes is generated from the hybridization of two sorts of variants, one (xI, x0; y0, y0) 

carrying a new gene I on one of the homologous chromosomes x’s and another (x0, x0; yJ, y0) 

carrying another new gene J on one of the other pair of homologous chromosomes y‘s. If the 

homologous chromosomes, xI and x0, and yJ and y0, are randomly partitioned into the 

children, the new heterozygote (xI, x0; yJ, y0) is generated with the probability of 

(1/2)
2
Pd1iPd1j. When this heterozygote (xI, x0; yJ, y0; z0, z0) further hybridizes with the third 

variant (x0, x0; y0, y0; zK, z0), the new heterozygote (xI, x0; yJ, y0; zK, z0) carrying three kinds of 

new genes is produced with the probability of (1/2)
3
(1/2)

2
Pd1iPd1jPd1k. In this way, a new style 

heterozygote expressed by n kinds of new genes is produced from the successive 

hybridization of different variants with the following probability Pdn. 
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 (40) 

 

This probability Pdn is the same form as the first term on the right side of the probability 

Pcn in Eq. (25). As noted already, however, the value of Pd1i is smaller than that of Pm1, and 

Pdn is also smaller than Pcn. 

Moreover, the second process is needed to establish the new style heterozygotes as 

homozygotes. 

Even if the set of these n kinds of new genes exhibits a new character making the new 

style organism superior to the original style organism, the breeding of the new style 

heterozygotes, which occurs with the probability Pdn
2
, still produces the children only 

carrying a partial set of new genes or even completely lacking new genes as well as the new 

style children carrying a full set of new genes homogeneously and heterogeneously. However, 

this property of diploid organisms causes the explosive divergence of body plans that has 

occasionally occurred in the diploid organisms, as will be illustrated in the following analysis. 

The first step of this analysis is to estimate the ratio of each type of children born from 

the new style parents each carrying n kinds of new genes heterogeneously. For this purpose, 

the three states of the I th pair of homologous chromosomes in a child will be denoted by the 

following three notations, respectively.  
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where aI
2
 and aIbI indicate the homo- and hetero- states concerning the new gene I, 

respectively, and bI
2
 is the vacant state of this new gene. 

With these notations, the ratios of different types of children born from the above 

heterogeneous parents are clearly expressed in the following expansion of the states 

concerning n pairs of homologous chromosomes, which can accommodate n kinds of new 

genes, respectively. 
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The first term on the right side of this equation corresponds to the children carrying a full 

set of n kinds of new genes homogeneously and heterogeneously, and these children amount 

to 3
n
 when the total number of children on the left side is set to be 4

n
. These children carrying 

a full set of new genes are assumed to enhance their increase rate, under favor of the new 

character expressed by this set of new genes, in the following development of the present 

analysis.  

The second term on the right side of Eq. (42) corresponds to the children lacking one of 

the new genes and the number of such children is nC13
n-1

. In the same way, the number of 

children lacking k kinds of new genes amounts to nCk3
n-k

. These children lacking some of the 

new genes tend to return to the minor members in the population of the original style of 

organisms by the load of carrying a partial set of new genes not succeeding in expressing any 

new character. As shown below, however, these children carrying a partial set of new genes 

serve to produce other new styles of organisms by the hybridization with the latent variants 

carrying other kinds of new genes. The last term on the right side corresponds to the children 

completely lacking new genes and their ratio is 1/4
n
. These children only return to the 

population of the original style organisms. 

As seen in the first term on the right side of Eq. (42), (3/4)
n
 of all the children exhibit the 

new character by a full set of new genes but it is only (1/4)
n
 that carry a full set of new genes 

homogeneously. While these homogeneous children surely increase their descendants to 

establish the new style of organisms by the breeding between them, the remaining 

heterogeneous children yield various descendants, which are different in the composition of 

new genes, from the breeding between them as well as from the hybridization with the 

homogeneous children. For a large number of n, it is laborious and still difficult to specify all 

the descendants in the succeeding process of breeding of the new style organisms carrying 

new genes not completely homogeneously, as the classical genetics is confronted. However, 

the essential feature of the process to produce further various new styles of organisms can be 

elucidated by pursuing the lineage of the organisms carrying a full set of new genes 

heterogeneously. 

Among the children in the first term on the right side of Eq. (42), the ratio of 

heterogeneous children is (3/4)
n
(2/3)

n
 = (1/2)

n
. Thus, the number of such heterogeneous 

children amounts to 2
m
/2

n
, when a pair of parents each exhibiting the new character produces 

2
m
 children to become the parents in the next generation. The number of such heterogeneous 

organisms becomes (2
m
/2

n
)
l
 after l generations of the lineage of heterogeneous organisms, if 

the new style organisms continue to increase by 2
m
 times every generation. At this stage, the 

breeding between these heterogeneous organisms also yields the children lacking k kinds of 

new genes with the amount of (nCk3
n-k

/4
n
)

 
(2

m
/2

n
)
l
, according to Eq. (42). When m is 

sufficiently large, the abundance of such variant children enhances the chance to produce 

other new styles of organisms by the hybridization with other latent variants in the population 

of the original style of organisms. 
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For this illustration, it is simply assumed that the other new character is also expressed by 

the other set of n kinds of new genes. In this case, one of the above variants lacking k kinds of 

new genes hybridizes with other lineage of latent variant heterogeneously carrying other k 

kinds of new genes on separate chromosomes, and yields the children, 1/2
n
 of which 

heterogeneously carry (n-k) kinds of the first lineage of new genes and k kinds of other new 

genes. If this mosaic set of new genes exhibits a new character other than the character 

expressed by the first lineage of a new organism, these children carrying the mosaic set of 

new genes can become the ancestor of the second lineage of new organisms by the mutual 

breeding of them. 

In this example, the following inequality relation gives the condition that the probability 

of generating the ancestor of the second lineage of new organisms is higher than the 

probability that the ancestor of the first lineage of new organisms has been generated. 
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This expression is simplified for investigating the relation of m, l, n and k satisfying the 

above inequality. By using the expression (40) for Pdn and Pdk and assuming that Pd1i‘s are 

commonly equal to 10 
- , the relation (43) is rewritten into the following form. 
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To satisfy this inequality, the coefficient of l, m – n, in the first term on the left side of 

relation (44) must be positive. This subsidiary condition shows what degree of increase rate, 

or what number of children, 2
m
, is necessary for the increase in the amount of the first lineage 

of organisms carrying n kinds of new genes heterogeneously. For example, a small number of 

children, 2
m
 > 4, is sufficient for the increase in the first lineage of organisms carrying 

heterogeneously two kinds of new genes, n = 2, but a greater number of children, 2
m
 > 

3.3x10
4
, is required for the increase in the first lineage of organisms carrying heterogeneously 

fifteen kinds of new genes, n = 15. Although the above increase rate does not necessarily 

correspond to the number of children born by one time of breeding but to the total number of 

children born during a whole lifetime of the parents, this subsidiary condition indicates that 

the prolificacy is required for the first lineage of new style organisms to produce the second 

lineage of new style organisms with the higher probability. This requirement is strengthened 

for the character expressed by a larger number of new genes. 

Under such a positive and definite value of the coefficient (m – n), it will be then 

investigated how many generations l are needed to realize the inequality (44) for a given set 

of values of n and k (< n). For this investigation, the coefficient (m - n) is tentatively set to be 

one, and the values of l are plotted against various values of n for several cases of k values, on 

the basis of the following equation. 
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Several curves of k values thus obtained are shown in Figure 2, where the value of  is 

also tentatively chosen to be one. The inequality (44) is satisfied in the region where the value 

of l is larger than that on the curve. For example, the value of l is calculated to be 53.3 for n = 

6 and k = 1. This means that the second lineage of new organisms replacing one of the six 

kinds of new genes can be produced with the higher probability after 54 or more generations 

of the first lineage of new organisms. 

 

 

Figure 2. The minimum number of generations necessary for the second lineage of a new style of 

diploid organisms to be generated with the higher probability. On the basis of Eq. (45), where the 

coefficient (m – n) in the first term of inequality (44) is set to be one, the number l of generations is 

plotted against the number n of new genes in five cases of k (< n) values, when the value of  is chosen 

to be one. The second lineage of a new style of organisms, in which k kinds of new genes among n 

kinds of new genes are replaced by other kinds of new genes, appear with the higher probability in the 

region where the number of generations is larger than that on each curve. As the value of (m – n) 

becomes larger, the minimum number of generations becomes smaller. When the value of (m – n) is 

2.0, for example, the minimum number of generations becomes the half of that calculated by Eq. (45). 

For the illustration of this situation, the longitudinal coordinate is denoted by (m –n)l in this figure. 

The minimum number of generations required for the second lineage of new organisms to 

be produced with the higher probability is increased in the case of the larger values of n and k, 

e. g., about 400 generations are needed for the higher probability of producting the second 

lineage of new organisms in which nine of twenty kinds of new genes in the first lineage are 

replaced by other new genes. 

The minimum number of generations shown in Figure 2 is a tentative guide to show that 

its number is increased for the larger number of n and k, because it depends on the values of 

the coefficient (m – n) and . If the coefficient (m - n) takes the value of 0.1, for example, the 
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minimum number of generations becomes ten-fold larger that calculated by Eq. (45). 

Moreover, the minimum number of generations also becomes larger in the case when the 

value of  is larger, or in other words, the probability of generating new genes is lower, as 

seen in Eq. (45). 

At any rate, the time for these minimum generations is short in the scale of the geological 

time, and it is reasonable to say that the second lineage of new organisms appear soon after 

the appearance of the first lineage of new organisms in this time scale. 

The appearance of the second lineage of new organisms described above is only one 

example derived from the first lineage of new organisms. 

Even when the variants carrying (n-k) kinds of new genes are produced from the mutual 

breeding of the first lineage of new organisms each carrying n kinds of new genes 

heterogeneously, nCk kinds of variants appear depending on the choice of k kinds of new 

genes among n kinds of new genes. Each of these nCk kinds of variants can become the 

candidate for the ancestor of a new lineage of diploid organisms at the second stage in the 

same way as illustrated on Eqs. (43) ~ (45). The number of nCk becomes enormous when the 

values of n and k are large.  

Such a large number of new genes must be involved in advancing the hierarchy of cell 

differentiation. When so many kinds of new genes are accumulated to advance the hierarchy 

of cell differentiation successfully, therefore, the process to establish the first lineage of new 

organisms also induce various other styles of new organisms in which some members of new 

genes in the first lineage are replaced by other new genes. 

If the new genes replaced between the first lineage and the second stage of new 

organisms are responsible for the expression of a cell character, the character of newly 

differentiated cells in the second stage of new organisms is different from the character in the 

first lineage of new organisms. If the replaced genes are concerning ligand and/or receptor, 

the relation of newly differentiated cells with the other cells differentiated already is different 

from that in the first lineage of new organisms. If the replaced genes are associated with the 

transcriptional regulator and/or the signal transduction network, the new organisms induced at 

the second stage are different from the first lineage of new organisms in the developmental 

step at which newly differentiated cells are expressed. Thus, various morphological characters 

are displayed in the second stage of new styles of organisms induced on the way to establish 

the first lineage of new organisms. 

Moreover, the next stage of new organisms can be further induced on the way to establish 

the second stage of new organisms, if the latent variants carrying other new genes are still 

present in the population. Such appearance of different combinational sets of new genes by 

the successive hybridization has the advantage of testing simultaneously which set of new 

genes is suitable to survive under a given environmental condition including the ecological 

relations, and the explosive divergence of body plans occur when multiple sets of new genes 

are chosen as suitable ones. 

Finally, it should be noted that the increase rate of any new style organism is ultimately 

slowed down due to the ecological relations such as the decrease in its material and energy 

sources and/or the appearance of a new predator, as indicated already (Otsuka, 2004). 

Moreover, the hybridization between different styles of new organisms becomes hard first 

due to the difference in their living styles, and this separation is further strengthened by the 

selective and neutral nucleotide base changes in the respective styles of organisms. Thus, the 
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organisms in any new lineage wait for the next step of divergence until the accumulation of 

further new genes. 

This evolutionary pattern characteristic to the diploid organisms explains the punctuated 

mode of explosive divergence of body plans, which is first pointed out on animals by 

paleontology (Eldredge and Gould, 1972). 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The variants, which have experienced gene duplication, first decline to be the minor 

members in a population by the load of carrying extra gene(s), but some of them revive as a 

new style of organisms by the generation of new gene(s) from the counterpart of duplicated 

genes. After the new gene(s) appear, the new style organisms increase their fraction being 

further elaborated by Darwinian evolution. This route of the large-scale evolution is 

essentially the same in any type of organisms, and this is a necessary condition for the 

divergence of the new style organisms and the original style organisms by utilizing different 

material and energy sources or by living in separate areas. However, the details of this large-

scale evolution are different in generating new gene(s) from gene duplication and in 

accumulating them to exhibit a new character depending on the three types of organisms, as 

described in subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 of the preceding section. This difference is reflected 

in the difference in the divergence pattern of organisms between the three types of organisms, 

and further gets an insight into the higher category of evolution from the monoploid 

eukaryotes to the diploid ones. 

The monoploid organism such as prokaryote is suitable to generate one new gene step by 

step, testing its biological function, but is obliged to generate smaller sizes of new genes 

when they are generated simultaneously. This property of evolution is consistent with the 

divergence pattern of prokaryotes. After the early divergence of eubacteria, archaebacteria 

and eukaryotes (Sugaya and Otsuka, 2002), the divergence of many divisions and subdivision 

has steadily occurred in eubacteria during the past 3x10
9 

years, evolving various chemical 

syntheses, O2-respiration and O2-releasing photosynthesis as well as the strategy of 

heterotrophism, while the divergence of divisions in archaebacteria has mainly occurred to 

develop chemical syntheses utilizing different extreme environmental conditions (Otsuka et 

al., 1999). In Esherichia coli as a representative example of heterotroph in eubacteria, 

permeases, ABC transporters and PTS systems form large protein families, respectively 

(Kojima and Otsuka, 2000a). This indicates that these proteins have expanded stepwise their 

repertoire to acquire efficiently as many kinds of material and energy sources as possible by 

gene duplication. Although the inquiry into the evolutionary history of chemical syntheses is 

a future work, the evolution of O2-respiration and that of O2-releasing photosynthesis are 

good examples showing that these systems have been formed stepwise by the new genes 

generated from gene duplication. The similarity search using the principal component 

analysis based on the physico-chemical properties of constituent amino acid residues finds 

that some permeases show considerable similarities to the SdhC and SdhD chains of succinate 

quinine oxidoreductase (complex II), FrdC and FrdD chains of quinol:fumarate reductase, 

cytochrome b‘s in cytochrome bc1 complex (complex III) and cytochrome b6f complex, the 

subunit of cytochrome c oxidase and the core proteins in the photoreaction center, while the 
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DNA-associated proteins RecA and Rho show much similarity to the mutually similar 

subunits in the catalytic domain of ATP synthase (Otsuka, 2002; Otsuka and Kawai, 2006). 

From the identified degree of similarities, the counterparts of some members of permease 

genes are suggested to have been converted into the membrane protein genes step by step to 

form the respiration and photosynthetic systems. In fact, the eubacteria in the following four 

steps of evolution are still found at the present time: (1) ATP synthesis utilizing the proton 

concentration difference across the cytoplsmic membrane by the coupling with the electron 

transport from NADH dehydrogenase (complex I) to complex II, thereby requiring the 

resolution of reactive oxygen species, (2) the appearance of bc1 complex and terminal oxidase 

to avoid the generation of reactive oxygen species, (3) ATP synthesis utilizing photon energy 

and (4) O2-relasing photosynthesis of sugar. Moreover, the phylogeny of eubacteria, which is 

reconstructed by the analysis of neutral base-pair changes in the stem regions of ribosomal 

RNAs (Otsuka et al., 1999), indicates that the eubacteria in the step (1) have appeared before 

the aerobic eubacteria in the step (2) and the proteobacteria in the step (3) have appeared 

before the cyanobacteria in the step (4). However, the excellent abilities of O2-respiration and 

O2-releasing photosynthesis cannot be fully exhibited in the simple cell structure of 

prokaryote by the incompatibility of the biomolecule syntheses using the protons with the 

ATP synthesis to pump out the protons (Otsuka, 2005). Thus, the genome size of the 

eubacteria having these abilities is also limited to the order of 10
6
 bp compactly encoding 

3,000 ~ 4,000 genes like the other prokaryotes (Wheeler et al., 2004). 

In spite of the early divergence of eukaryotes and prokaryotes, most of the present-day 

eukaryotes have derived from a common ancestral eukaryote which has acquired the 

mitochondria as the endosymbionts of O2-respiratory eubacteria about 2x10
9
 years ago 

(Margulis, 1981; Yang et al., 1985; Otsuka et al., 1999). Although the ancestral eukaryote 

before the acquirement of the mitochondria is not clear in its nature, it would have been the 

predator of eubacteria to develop the intracellular membrane structure, endocytosis and 

exocytosis as well as the signal transduction. Such development would have been adequate to 

acquire the mitochondria as the endosymbionts of O2-respiratory eubacteria. Probably under 

the sufficient supply of ATP molecules from the mitochondria, the eukaryotes have further 

developed the signal transduction network. Even in the yeast, the largest protein family 

consists of serine/threonine kinases and many of the other proteins are labeled by long 

stretches of special amino acid residues including serines and threonines (Kojima and Otsuka, 

2000b). Moreover, the conjugation to exchange homologous chromosomes can yield various 

new styles of organisms manifested by many and large new genes, as indicated in subsection 

4.2. In fact, the eukaryotes having acquired mitochondria show the striking divergence of 

fungi, algae, the ancestral organism leading to higher plants and animals, and many kinds of 

unicellular eukaryotes developing various intracellular organs. As taxonomists are afflicted, 

such unicellular eukaryotes called Protoctista are scattered not only near the root but also 

between the branches of fungi and algae and those of higher plants and animals in the tree of 

phylogeny reconstructed by the neutral base-pair changes in the stem region of ribosomal 

RNAs (Otsuka et al., 1997; Otsuka et al., 1999). This characteristic feature of divergence is 

the evidence of the present theory that the conjugation of monoploid eukaryotes is most 

suitable to generate various combinational sets of new and large genes. Multicellularity and 

cell differentiation also arise from the special set of many kinds of new genes accumulated 

through the successive conjugation of monoploid eukaryotes. Although the multicellularity 

itself may be realized by a few kinds of genes expressing the proteins for cell adhesion, the 
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cell differentiation requires many kinds of genes expressing the proteins such as the pairs of 

receptors and the corresponding ligands, signal transduction proteins, transcriptional 

regulators as well as the proteins exhibiting the respective cell-type specific functions. Such 

cell differentiation has occurred in separate branches; the first branches are fungi and sea 

algae, the latter of which has been derived from the former by acquiring the rhodoplasts as the 

endosymbionts of photosynthetic eubacteria (Van den Eynde et al., 1988; Otsuka et al., 1997; 

Otsuka et al., 1999), and the second branches are animals and green plants, whose divergence 

is estimated to have occurred 1.2x10
9
 years ago by the latter acquiring the chloroplasts as the 

endosymbionts of photosynthetic eubacteria independently of sea algae (Dickerson, 1971; 

Otsuka et al., 1999). The present-day organisms in these branches strongly suggest that the 

evolution from the monoploid eukaryotes to the diploid eukaryotes has proceeded through at 

least the following five stages in a close cooperation with the cell differentiation, although the 

molecular mechanism itself of realizing the diploid state seems to be independent of cell 

differentiation as will be discussed later. (i) The monoploid eukaryote evolves the conjugation 

to exchange the homologous chromosomes. (ii) This eukaryote then develops multicellularity 

and cell differentiation in the monoploid state by assembling many kinds of new and large 

genes through the conjugation. (iii) The cell differentiation also advances to the cells in 

diploid state. (iv) The eukaryote further evolves to alternate the monoploid generation and the 

diploid generation. (v) Finally, the eukaryote evolves to the diploid organism with the higher 

hierarchy of cell differentiation. 

Although the most advanced one in fungi and sea algae is in the stage (iv), the green 

plants provide a representative example showing the above five stages of evolution. The 

Cojugatae such as Roya and Spirogyra are in the stage (i), the Chara of Charophyta is in the 

stage (ii), the Bryophyta is in the stage (iii), where the fertilized egg on female gametophyte 

grows into sporangium, the Pterophyta is in the stage (iv), and seed plants are in the stage (v). 

Although any example of animals in the stages (ii) and (iii) is hardly found at the present 

time, the Cnidaria still alternates the monoploid generation and diploid one. Probably, the 

animals in the stages (ii) and (iii) were extinct after the appearance of animals in the stages 

(iv) and (v) by the severer struggle for existence in the animals than in the plants. 

This fact raises a serious question why some of the monoploid organisms have evolved to 

the diploid organisms, in spite of the present result that the probability of generating and 

accumulating new genes is higher in the former than in the latter. The answer to this question 

may be the elongation of the duration time of differentiated cells against the point mutations 

due to the nucleotide base changes. According to the analysis of neutral nucleotide base 

changes and the comparison of the reconstructed tree of phylogeny with fossil record, the 

nucleotide base substitution rate u is almost constant, of the order of 10 
- 9

 per site per year, in 

both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, independently of the difference in their generation time 

(Kimura, 1980; Otsuka et al., 1997; Otsuka et al., 1999).
1
 This indicates that the nucleotide 

                                                        
1 

To derive the population behavior of neutral variants consistent with the analysis of neutral base substitutions, the 

equation of replicator dynamics must be modified by strictly considering that these base substitutions occur at 

any time in an organism. In the monoploid organism, the second term qxi,xj(t)R(M;xj)n(xj;t) on the right side of 

Eq. (2) is replaced by qxi,xj(t) n(xj;t). Then, the second term qxi,xj(t)R(M;xj)f(xj;t) on the right side of Eq. (5) is 

changed into qxi,xj(t) f(xj;t) and this modified equation leads to the equation showing the initial propagation of 

neutral variants, f(xi;t) = qxi,opt tf(xopt;0), under the condition of W(M;xi) = W(M;xopt). In the diploid organism, 

the second term q(xi,xk xi’,xk’;t)i’jxk’lR(M;xi’,xk’)i’jxk’ln(xi’,xj;t)n(xk’,xl;t) on the right side of Eq. (26) is replaced 

by q(xi,xk xi’,xk’;t)n(xi’,xk’;t) and the equation of neutral variants, f(xi,xopt;t) = q(xi,xopt xopt,xopt) t 

f(xopt,xopt;0), is derived under the condition of W(M;xi,xopt) = W(M;xopt,xopt). In the same way, the fraction of 
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base substitutions occur not by the miss in the replication of DNA molecules but by the miss 

in repairing damaged nucleotide bases, although this substitution rate becomes faster in the 

immunocytes and the mitochondria in animals probably because of the reduction in the 

proofreading of repaired bases. Such nucleotide base substitutions must occur at all sites in a 

genome including the functionally important sites. If the total number of sites in the genome 

of a monoploid organism is denoted by N, the number of sites, which suffer the nucleotide 

base substitutions during the time t, is estimated to be Nut. As noted already, N is of the order 

of 10
6
 sites in most prokaryotes, and Nut is calculated to be only 10 

– 3
 during one year. 

During this period, many times of cell division occur to yield a considerable number of 

descendants retaining the original biological function. In the higher eukaryote such as Homo 

sapiens, N is expanded to 10
9
 sites, while it is 10

7
 sites in the yeast (Wheeler et al., 2004). If 

the higher eukaryote were a monoploid organism, the value of Nut would become almost one 

during one year. In the diploid state, on the contrary, it is expected to be (ut)
2
 that the 

identical sites on the homologous chromosomes simultaneously suffer base substitutions 

during the time t, and the total number of such pairs of sites suffering base changes 

simultaneously is expected to be N(ut)
2
. This expected number of N(ut)

2
 is calculated to be 

only 10 
- 5

 even in the case when N is 10
9
 pairs of sites and t is chosen to be 10

2
 years. Even if 

the cell function is damaged by the nucleotide base substitutions at a pair of identical sites, 

the ratio of damaged cells is only 10 
- 3

 % in a multicellular diploid organism during the 

period of 10
2
 years. Under this stability, the lifetime of a higher animal seems to be designed 

to be regulated within this period, although the lifetime of some higher plant exceeds more 

than 10
3
 years. 

However, the diploid state is an extreme case of gene duplication. When the genome of 

monoploid state N changes into the diploid state 2N, this brings about the increase in the 

stored energy and the systematization, i. e., from Es(N, SN) and SN to Es(2N, S2N) and S2N. 

Thus, the acquired energy Ea(M; 2N, S2N) must be also raised to maintain almost the same 

magnitude of biological activity as that of Ea(M; N, SN) – Es(N, SN) – TSN. As indicated 

already (Otsuka, 2008), this increase in the acquired energy is possibly attained by the 

cooperative action of differentiated cells. In fact, the clustering analysis of all the proteins 

encoded in the Drosophila melanogaster reveals that many protein families associated with 

intercellular communication are present, the decomposition enzymes including proteases 

expand their repertoire probably in association with the metamorphosis, and the number of 

special amino acid rich regions as well as the kinds of kinases is substantially increased in 

comparison with the yeast (Kojima and Otsuka, 2002). This higher category of evolution 

from the monoploid to diploid organisms, however, has to be proceeded not only by repeating 

the lowering of biological activity and its recovery due to the generation of new genes from 

gene duplication but also by shifting the expression of cell differentiation to the diploid cells. 

In particular, it is essential for the differentiated cells in a diploid adult to endow the gamete 

(egg) with nutrients and to help the growth of diploid embryo until it acquires the material 

and energy sources by itself. Such higher category of evolution must have progressed through 

many stages, and it may be reflected in the existence of the eukaryotes still staying in several 

intermediate stages. 

                                                                                                                                                       
neutral variants (xopt,xj) also increases with time. In parallel, the hybridization of neutral variants (xi,xopt) and 

(xopt,xj) further occurs to exchange the homologous chromosomes. In the above discussion of the text, the 

substitution rates qxi,opt and q(xi,xopt xopt,xopt) are commonly set to be equal to u. 
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It is evident from the following examples that the molecular mechanism underlying the 

switching from the monoploid state to the diploid state or vice versa is independent of the cell 

differentiation. Even the yeast can take the diploid state under the nutritious condition of 

environment, while the males of some species of ants and bees are born by the haploid 

parthenogenesis. The latter examples indicate that the cells in the monoploid state are 

sufficient to form the high hierarchy of cell differentiation within the short lifetime of one 

year. 

In the diploid organisms thus evolved, it takes a longer time to accumulate many kinds of 

new genes such as those necessary for advancing the hierarchy of cell differentiation than in 

the monoploid organisms exchanging homologous chromosomes through conjugation. 

However, the sufficient accumulation of satellite diploid variants carrying the respective new 

genes generated from different sources of gene duplication abruptly gives rise to the 

successive generation of various styles of new diploid organisms through the hybridization of 

these variants, as described in the subsection 4.3 of the preceding section. This evolutionary 

pattern characteristic to the diploid organisms explicitly explains the punctuated mode of 

explosive divergence of body plans giving rise to Annelida, Mollusca, Arthropoda, 

Echinodermata and Chordata, which is first pointed out by paleontology on the fossils 

recorded 5.7 ~ 5.4x10
8
 years ago (Mathews and Missarzhevsky, 1975; Gould, 1989; Rozanov 

and Zhuravlev, 1992) and then reconfirmed in the time-scaled tree of the phylogeny of 

animals reconstructed by the analyses of neutral base-pair changes in the stem regions of 

ribosomal RNAs (Otsuka et al., 1997; Otsuka and Sugaya, 2003). Moreover, the present 

theory of the diploid organisms indicates that a forerunner and various intermediates are 

generated during the process to establish new styles of diploid organisms. Such a forerunner 

and intermediates would have been mostly extinct, but some of them rarely survive as the 

relative of a common ancestor that has yielded the succeeding divergence of new styles of 

diploid organisms, if the more recent divergence is focused. For example, Chelicerata is the 

relative of the common ancestor that has yielded the divergence of Chilopoda, Branchiopoda, 

Malacostrata and Insecta, Hemichordata is the relative of the common ancestor that has 

yielded the divergence of Cephalochordata, Petromyzontiformes, Chondrichthyes and 

Teleostomi (Otsuka and Sugaya, 2003), Coelacanthioformes is the famous relative of the 

common ancestor that has yielded the divergence of amphibians, reptiles and mammals, and 

Gnetopsida is the relative of the common ancestor that has yielded the divergence of 

Podocarpaceae, Pinaceae, monosulcates and eudicots (Kawai and Otsuka, 2004). The 

comparison of genomes between such a relative and the succeeding diverged lineages of 

diploid organisms may reconfirm the present theory that the mosaic sets of genes underlie the 

cell differentiation causing the divergence of these groups, although the loci of these genes 

responsible for the divergence would have been changed from the original positions by the 

action of transposons. 

The above examples of recent divergence suggest that the advance in the hierarchy of cell 

differentiation has been accelerated. This is reasonable because it becomes easier to enlarge 

the repertoire of member proteins for further cell differentiation, especially of receptors, 

transcriptional regulators and the proteins in the signal transduction network, by the gene 

duplication of pre-existing member genes and a smaller number of nucleotide base 

substitutions. 

This also implies that most of the higher eukaryotes at the present time still have 

expanded the capacity to accept the gene duplication by the increase in acquired energy due 
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to the strong cooperative action of differentiated cells in the high hierarchy. In fact, the 

presence of duplicated genes is now widely recognized in the higher eukaryotes as the genetic 

polymorphism, which has been first proposed by Ford (1965) and is subsequently disclosed 

by electrophoretic studies. Although the genetic polymorphism is regarded as the result of 

fixation of selectively neutral mutations by the neutralist (Kimura, 1977), this phenomenon 

indicates the presence of the candidates for the further generation of new genes in the higher 

eukaryotes. 

When the counterpart of such duplicated genes loses the original biological function by 

the partial deletion and/or insertion as well as nucleotide base substitutions, this lowers the 

biological activity of an organism until the appearance of some new biological function from 

such pseudo genes, but this lowering may be slight in most of the higher eukaryotes. 

The recent studies of paleontology, which are concentrated on inquiring into the origin of 

a class and even genus with special interest, also reveal that the appearance of a new style of 

organisms is accompanied by various relatives. For example, various feathered dinosaurs are 

found to have existed before and after the appearance of birds (Huxley, 1868; Ji and Ji, 1996; 

Prum and Brush, 2002; Xu et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2011), and even a four-winged bird is found 

as the fossil (Zhang et al., 2008; Hone et al., 2010). This example also indicates the validity of 

the present theory that the prosperity of the original style organisms allows the existence of 

intermediate variants to generate new styles of organisms. After the divergence of 

chimpanzee and human, which is estimated to have occurred 7 ~ 9x10
6
 years ago by both 

paleontology (Senut et al., 2001) and the study of molecular evolution (Otsuka et al., 2001), 

several human genera and species are reported to have appeared and some of them are known 

to have coexisted with Homo sapiens (Stringer, 1994; McHenry, 2009). The essential 

difference in the genes between Homo sapiens and chimpanzee is not confidently estimated 

because of the genetic polymorphism but its estimation ranges from 0.6 % (The Chimpanzee 

sequencing and Analysis Consortium, 2005) to 6 % (Demuth et al., 2006). However, one 

percent of all the genes in Homo sapiens correspond to more than two hundred genes. Thus, 

the present theory of the large-scale evolution by generating new genes from gene duplication 

could be also applied to the divergence of chimpanzee and human genera as well as the 

appearance of birds. The number of children in these higher animals is not so large as that in 

lower animals such as fish, and the number of new genes associated with one step of 

divergence must have been only several. However, the repetition of many steps of such small-

scale divergence can give rise to a new style of organisms accumulating a considerable 

number of new genes. On the contrary, the species specific to a geographically isolated region 

or geographic races may be the result of Darwinian evolution selecting the mutants mainly 

arising from the point mutations for the adaptation to the special environment. Such 

Darwinian evolution could be practically distinguished from the large-scale evolution by gene 

duplication, in the near future when genome sequencing and gene identification are further 

advanced. 
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